Minority Status for Whites?

Warning!
Abraham Foxman of the ADL has a special Jewish plan for America. He wants to "Break Down Barriers"
What does that mean?

The nefarious Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, or ADL, has targeted America. They feel that our nation has too many barriers to Jewish interests. That's code for, "America is too White."

So the Jews at the ADL have decided to "break down barriers" by flooding America with Blacks, Asians, and Mexicans. They call it "leading the way for all ethnicities."

The Jews have declared war against White America. Join the fight; contact us today!

Jewish list of things to do:
- Keep Borders Open ✓
- Normalize Homosexuality ✓
- Control Media ✓
- Loot Treasury for Israel ✓
- Work for Gun Ban ✓
- Smear Opposition ✓
- Hide Behind Holocaust ✓
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